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We present an analytical theory of stress relaxation in monodisperse linear polymer melts that
contains contributions from both reptation and contour-length fluctuations, modeled as in our previous
work on arm retraction in star polymers. Our approach resolves two long-standing problems with
reptation theory: it predicts a zero-shear viscosity h scaling as h , N 3.4 over a broad range in
chain length N before reaching an asymptotic N 3 dependence, and a power law v 2a in the dynamic
loss modulus G 00 svd with 0 , a , 1y4 depending on chain length, in agreement with experiment.
[S0031-9007(98)06599-5]
PACS numbers: 83.10.Nn, 61.25.Hq

The reptation theory of stress relaxation in monodisperse
linear polymers, originated by de Gennes [1] and developed by Doi and Edwards [2] into a full description of the
linear and nonlinear rheology of monodisperse entangled
melts, is a remarkably successful theory. The many-body
problem of motion of a chain entangled with a melt of others is replaced by a single chain in a “tube” that represents
the constraints from entanglement with other chains. The
reptation theory explains the origin of shear thinning due
to alignment in flow of the tubes, the origin of a plateau
region in the dynamic elastic modulus G 0 svd above the
terminal time, and the approximate scaling of the reptation
time td with chain length N.
However, there are several notable shortcomings of
the reptation theory, in both the linear and the nonlinear regimes. In the linear regime, the shortcomings are
(1) reptation predicts that td scales with N as N 3 , while
numerous experiments give td , N 3.4 [3], and (2) for frequencies above td21 , Doi-Edwards (DE) theory predicts a
dynamic loss modulus G 00 svd going as v 21y2 , where experiment finds a much weaker power law, between zero
and 21y4 depending on chain length [4].
It has been understood for some time that the physical
origin of the 3.4 scaling is the relaxation of some portion
of the stress by a faster process than reptation, which
would decrease the viscosity relative to the asymptotic
result [5]. The fast process becomes less important as N
becomes large, so the viscosity increases faster than the
asymptotic N 3 result, meeting it from below.
Doi identified this faster process with “contour-length
fluctuations,” i.e., the fluctuation-driven stretchings and
contractions of the chain along the tube [6]. When the
chain contracts within the tube and then stretches out
again, the orientation of the ends of the tube is forgotten,
and stress associated with alignment of those portions of
the tube is relaxed. Doi argued that the fraction of tube
relaxed in this way should scale as N 21y2 .
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Simulations by O’Connor and Ball [7] and Rubinstein
[8] of the combined reptation and contour-length dynamics of a single chain within a tube, equating the time when
the chain ends first visit a given portion of the tube to the
relaxation time for stress held there, give a result for hsNd
consistent with the experimental 3.4 scaling. Rubinstein,
Helfand, and Pearson [9] proposed the Rouse-like pathlength fluctuations at the chain ends as the source for the
near-v 21y4 form of G 00 svd at high frequencies. However,
they were unable to treat the crossover quantitatively.
Recently, we have developed a powerful tube-based
theory of stress relaxation in an apparently unrelated
system, melts of entangled f-arm star polymers ( f “arms”
attached by their ends to a single branch point) [10].
Reptation is impossible for stars, because the arms have
no single tube down which to slither. Stress relaxes in
star melts by arm retraction [11], in which the free end of
a star arm fluctuates down its tube some distance toward
the branch point and pops out again, thus “forgetting” the
section of tube near the free end.
This arm retraction is entropically unfavorable and
hence “activated,” with retraction time scales depending
exponentially on the length of the arm and on the fractional
distance retracted. Our development of this idea gives
an analytical theory for Gsvd in star melts that agrees
remarkably well with a wide range of experimental data
on stars with various number and length of arms. The
only parameters in the theory, the entanglement length
Ne and a microscopic time scale, are accessible from
experiment on linear chains.
Based on this theory, we have returned to consider the
shortcomings of reptation theory applied to linear chains.
The idea is simple: treat linear chains as two-armed stars.
That is, the motion of star arms retracting is nearly the
same as the contour-length fluctuation motion of the end
of a linear chain. However, stress relaxation by retraction
in linear chains is “cut off” by reptation: tube segments
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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not visited by a retracting end on a time scale td will be
relaxed by reptation. Thus for a linear chain, the fast (and
thus relevant) retractions will tend to involve motion near
the chain ends; because of this, modeling the retraction
as if the center of the chain were fixed is a reasonable
approximation. If the full DE spectrum is used for the central position of the chain, the crossover is smooth: the
relaxation time tssd of a tube segment a distance s from the
free end varies from control by retraction from its nearest
free end [tssd , s4 , see below] to control by reptative
diffusion [tssd , s2 ].
The stress relaxation function Gstd then becomes a sum
of two terms, one corresponding to loss of memory of the
ends of the tube due to contour-length fluctuations, and
one corresponding to escaping the remainder of the tube
by reptation. The portion of the stress relaxing by arm
retraction takes a form identical to the star theory,
Z sd
dGssfssddd
ds
expf2tytssdg .
(1)
Gretract std 
ds
0
Here s (0 # s # 1) denotes the fractional distance from
the free end of a chain to the middle (the “joint” of the
two-arm star), and sd the value of s for which reptation
becomes faster than arm retraction.
Equation (1) expresses the relaxation of the timedependent modulus after a step strain, by progressive
removal of relaxed chain material from the entanglement
network. Before reptation has occurred, the volume
fraction f of still-entangled material is given simply by
fssd  1 2 s.
To use Eq. (1) we must specify how the modulus of
an entanglement network dilutes, i.e., the function Gsfd.
A simple argument based on entanglements in the melt
as “binary events” between Gaussian chains in the melt,
either of which may be “inactive” as a result of having
relaxed on some faster time scale, suggests Gsfd  Gf 2 ,
where G is the melt plateau modulus. Measurements of
the plateau modulus of well-entangled theta solutions [12],
as well as a subtle scaling argument [13], suggest instead
Gsfd  Gf 7y3 . This is a significant difference for star
melts; here, since the value of sd in the crossover region
is becoming small [of order sNe yNd21y2 ], the difference is
not serious, and for simplicity we take Gsfd  Gf 2 .
We have computed the relaxation time tssd for retracting star arms as part of the theory for star melts. There
are two regimes: for sufficiently large s, the entropic barrier to retraction is large compared to kB T and retraction
is well described by diffusion of a single coordinate (the
free end location) uphill in an effective potential. This
regime is described in Refs. [14] and [10], but is not so
relevant for contour-length fluctuations of linear chains.
For small s, the barrier is irrelevant, and the motion
of the free end in the tube is described in terms of the
Rouse modes of a semi-infinite chain in a tube [10].
The mean-square fluctuations of the end location grow
with time, as lower Rouse modes with longer relaxation
times contribute. At the Rouse time tR , the mean-square
726
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displacement along the tube z 2 std is of order the chain
end-to-end radius R 2  Nb 2 (b the Kuhn step size for the
chain), and the chain free end “discovers” that it is not
infinite; before this, z 2 std is independent of chain length.
We expose the length dependence of the Rouse time
for a chain tR sNd by writing it in terms of te , the Rouse
time for an entanglement segment (of length Ne ), as tR 
te sNyNe d2 . Requiring z 2 std to be independent of N then
leads to a scaling result z 2 std , R 2 stytR d1y2 .
We convert distance down the tube z to fractional
distance s using z  sL, where L is the tube length. The
chain may be thought of as a random walk of sLyad steps of
size the tube diameter a, so La  R 2 . The tube diameter
is the radius of an entanglement segment, so a is related to
Ne by a2  s4y5dNe b 2 (the coefficient being a matter of
convention [2]). Inverting the scaling relation above, with
an explicit Rouse model calculation to fix the coefficient,
we find [10]
tssd  s225p 3 y256dte s4 sNyNe d4 ,

(2)

which is valid up to s  sd of order sNe yNd1y2 , where tssd
is of order tR and we cross over to the activated form for
tssd (from Ref. [10]).
Beyond sd , retraction becomes increasingly slow [10],
and most of the remaining chain segments will relax their
stress by reptation at time td . Note that the contourlength fluctuations have the effect of shortening by a
factor 1 2 s the distance a chain segment must diffuse
along the tube to reach a relaxed tube segment, which
shortens the reptation time itself. We thus have
td  te sNyNe d3 s1 2 sd d2  tssd d ,

(3)

which with Eq. (2) (and the result for larger s from
Ref. [10]) define td and give an implicit equation for sd .
Given a value for td , we take the DE expression for
the reptation contribution to stress relaxation [2], with the
modification that only a fraction Gssfssd dddyG of the stress
remains to be relaxed:
X
Greptate std  Gssfssd ddd
s8yp 2 dp 22 expf2p 2 tytd g .
p odd

(4)
Finally, we add a Rouse stress relaxation function with
modes down to tR , which is meant to account for (1) the
stress relaxation on time scales shorter than te for which
the tube constraint has not yet been explored, and (2) the
longitudinal Rouse modes inside the tube that leave the free
end fixed but relax stress by redistributing chain segments
inside the tube. The Rouse stress relaxation function takes
the form
N
X
expf2p 2 tytR g .
(5)
GRouse std  GsNe yNd
p1

Transverse Rouse modes on time scales longer than te
are forbidden by the tube. To include in an approximate
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way only longitudinal Rouse modes on time scales longer
than te , we break the sum in Eq. (5) into two parts (1 #
p # NyNe and NyNe , p , N) and multiply the lowfrequency contribution by 1y3, as only one of the three
vector components of the Rouse modes remains free.
The full stress relaxation function is then simply
Gstd  Gretract std 1 Greptate std 1 GRouse std .

(6)

The dynamical modulus Gsvd (ratio of frequencydependent stress to strain) is given in terms of the Fourier
transform of Gstd by Gsvd  ivF fGstdg svd; the zeroshear viscosity h is limv!0 Gsvdysivd.
Calculated results for h are shown in Fig. 1, plotted
log-log versus MyMe . Note the effective exponent for
h of 3.4 over an extremely wide range of MyMe before
crossing over to the asymptotic exponent of 3, which
arises from our theory with no adjustable parameters.
Deviations from the effective exponent can be made
more evident by plotting log10 hysMyMe d3 versus
log10 sMyMe d, shown in the inset of Fig. 1. Plotted in
this way [7], deviations from the 0.4 slope begin at about
102.5 ø 300; this behavior is quite consistent with that
reported by Colby et al. in Ref. [15]. So the present
theory also gives a reasonable location for the crossover,
again without adjustable parameters.
We have compared our predictions for Gsvd to data
of Schausberger et al. [16] on reasonably monodisperse
polystyrene (PS) chains of three different lengths, M 
292K, 757K, 2540K gymol corresponding to NyNe 
22, 57, 191 (Me  13 300 gymol). In our comparison we
have chosen a single value of te and plateau modulus G
(i.e., a single common horizontal and vertical shift on a
log-log plot) to compare theory to data. The resulting
plots of G 00 svd are shown in Fig. 2.
The terminal behaviors of all three curves are well
matched by the theory without any adjustment to achieve
the 3.4 effective scaling. Since the value of NyNe changes

FIG. 1. Predicted viscosity h as a function of chain length
NyNe shows without adjustable parameters an effective exponent of 3.4. Plotted as hyN 3 versus NyNe , crossover occurs at
around NyNe  200, as in experiment [15].
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by a factor of 10, the difference between terminal behavior
scaling as N 3 and N 3.4 is 100.4  2.5; a discrepancy of this
size would be evident in the figure.
The theory also shows the same evolution with chain
length of the slope of G 00 svd as the data, in the intermediate frequency range between the terminal peak and the
minimum. This behavior results directly from the contourlength fluctuations, as we now show.
The reptation contribution Greptate svd dominates at low
frequencies (vtd , 1), and leads to a plateau in G 0 svd
for high frequencies (vtd ¿ 1), but by itself would only
contribute a power law in G 00 svd of v 21y2 for vtd .
1. The Rouse contribution GRouse svd dominates at high
frequencies, resulting in G 0 svd and G 00 svd both going as
v 1y2 . The Rouse and reptation contributions to G 0 svd
become comparable at vte , 1.
Without the contribution of Gretract svd, the frequency
range td21 , v , te21 would have a power law in G 00 svd
of v 21y2 ; this is much steeper than experimental data,
which show a power law in this region depending on
chain length and never steeper than 21y4.
In fact, the fast-relaxing contour-length fluctuations
Gretract svd contribute in this intermediate frequency range,
and give rise to a power law in G 00 svd of v 21y4 . This can
be shown easily from Eqs. (1) and (2), the result being that
a power law tssd , sb leads to a power law in G 00 svd
of v 21yb . The relaxation processes in this intermediate
frequency range are a direct signature of contour-length
fluctuations, which relax stress at the ends of the tube by
retracting the chain end inwards and popping it out again
into a new tube.
For sufficiently large chain length N, the experimentally observed power law in this region is indeed
21y4; for smaller N, as our computed curves for G 00 svd
show, the Rouse relaxations contribute sufficiently in the

FIG. 2. Computed loss modulus G 00 svd compared to data of
Ref. [16] for narrow-MWD polystyrene melts. A common
value of te and G has been taken for the three curves. The
variation in slope above vtd  1 results from “contamination”
of the 21y4 behavior by Rouse modes inside the tube. Arrows
mark vtd  1. (Lines are guides to the eye of slope 1y8,
1y5.5, 1y4.5).
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intermediate region to flatten the curve, resulting in a progressively smaller slope for smaller N.
We have deliberately not included effects of polydispersity and constraint release modes arising from reptation of
other chains, and suggest that these are jointly responsible
for the differences between theory and data in the detailed
peak shape at vtd , 1. One approach to constraint release in entangled linear chains entails endowing the tube
itself with Rouse motion, whose fastest mode is generated
by the reptational release of entanglements [9]. It therefore affects the relaxation modulus at and to the left of
vtd , 1. The same is true of mild polydispersity, which
generates a spread in td , but will not alter the higher frequency response arising from fluctuations.
Our results have several clear consequences to be
explored. First, contour-length fluctuations cannot contribute to stress relaxation at frequencies too far below
vtR , 1; because of the entropic barrier to arm retraction, Eq. (2) eventually crosses over to an exponential dependence on s [10], so that not many more chain segments
relax by arm retraction between tR and td .
Therefore, for sufficiently large N, enough separation
between the reptation and Rouse time scales exists so that
a v 21y2 region of G 00 svd, corresponding to the contributions of higher reptation modes only, opens up between
the terminal peak and the v 21y4 region. Unfortunately
for experimenters, our calculations suggest that this region would only be visible for extremely large NyNe ,
perhaps greater than 1000; still, we would encourage experiments on the rheology in the regime above vtd , 1
of monodisperse, extremely high molecular weight polymers to investigate this behavior.
Second, our results suggest a new way to extract the
“friction coefficient” from rheological data. In the past,
it was not possible to infer a microscopic time scale (te ,
for instance) or a friction coefficient z [from the relation
te  z R 2 ys3p 2 kB T d] by comparison to the reptation theory, because there was no quantitative explanation of the
deviation from N 3 scaling of the stress relaxation.
Instead, z was inferred either (1) by measurements at
very high frequencies [17], for which the motion of the
chain inside the tube is Rouse-like, but so local that the
flexible-chain assumptions leading to Eq. (5) are not necessarily valid, or (2) by measurements of stress relaxation for
unentangled polymer melts [15], which is difficult because
as chain length is varied for such short chains, the concentration of chain ends changes enough to affect the glass
transition temperature Tg . Rouse scaling of h is never
observed directly, but only after attempts to correct for the
varying Tg [15]. Using our results, z can be extracted by
comparing the computed Gsvd directly to experiments on
entangled melts.
Our approach differs conceptually from earlier attempts
to include contour-length fluctuations [18], which represented the stress relaxation as simple reptation with a timedependent curvilinear diffusion coefficient. That approach
gave corrections to reptation of order Os1yNd rather than
728
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the expected OsN 21y2 d, so that (1) unrealistically large
values of Ne (13 times too large) were required for fits
to data, and (2) the region of effective 3.4 exponent for
viscosity was limited to NyNe , 20.
Finally, we note that the contour-length fluctuations
may also affect the chain self-diffusion, because the
smallest uncorrelated spatial step for the chain center of
mass becomes Rs1 2 sd d1y2 with a time step td s1 2 sd d2 .
Corrections to scaling of the diffusion constant are then
Dself sNd , N 22 f1 2 OsN 21y2 d21 g, which would increase the apparent power law of Dself sNd. Larger power
laws are indeed seen in concentrated solutions [19] but
not in melts [20,21]. There are also theoretical issues [22]
that are less well resolved in self-diffusion than for stress
relaxation. We hope that the present approach will help
in addressing these further challenges.
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